
Engineering Lead

Inbank is a �nancial institution whose roots go back to 2010 and which o�ers 
credit and deposit products on four European markets. But our ambitions go even 
further. We are building a new kind of bank with the cornerstone of our strategy 
being masterful �nancial technology and geographic expansion. We are looking for 
talented people to contribute to the Estonian banking sector’s success story here 
and elsewhere in Europe.

As the wingman of CTO your mission is to lead the development of Inbank 
systems. You will work closely with our in-house development teams and 
outsourced partners. We have several ambitious goals ahead that o�er plenty of 
engineering joy. If you like smaller and dynamic organizations, international 
environment and friendly colleagues - then you are the one we are looking for.

Design, de�ne and guide the architecture of 
our systems

Lead and support developers daily in their 
choices, hands on

Help our business development team 
designing novel solutions

Tune and improve our development process 
as we grow   

Create and maintain knowledge about the 
systems

Highly competitive salaries and bene�ts 
packages, negotiable based on your 
experience and skill level.

You'll get to work �exible hours and enjoy a 
fully stocked kitchen in our cozy modern o�ce 
in Kalamaja, the trendiest part of town. We're 
also open to remote working options.

We're agile and have a high-performance 
development culture and plenty of startup 
spirit.

You have 5+ years of experience as a 
software developer, varied programming 
languages

You have the ability to clearly express 
software architecture vision

You have leadership skills and you take 
responsibility

You focus on practical solutions and the 
things that matter

You are comfortable collaborating with 
non-technical colleagues

Your English is �uent

You are a friendly person who is fun to 
work with

JOB DESCRIPTION
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Priit Piile
CTO

WE OFFER

YOU WILL FIT WELL IF

priit.piile@inbank.ee


